
 

 

  

NEWS RELEASE                       

April 18, 2024 

 

The bento lineup has been finalized for the inbound-oriented Sumo Entertainment Show Hall, "THE SUMO 

HALL HIRAKUZA OSAKA," opening on Thursday, May 30th. Offerings include HIRAKUZA's original 

"Makunouchi Bento, "Halal Bento", and "Vegan Bento", plus a luxurious two-tiered "Premium Bento" 

beautifully adorned with selections from "NADAMAN", a Japanese cuisine establishment with over 190 

years of history. Additionally, we've curated a special selection including the "HIRAKUZA Child Bento" and 

the "HIRAKUZA Snack Bag," highlighting the tastes of the Kansai region. 

Experience the essence of Japanese tradition at HIRAKUZA with our delightful offerings of 'bento' and 

'sumo' — an exquisite combination that celebrates Japan's rich cultural heritage. 
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Grand Opening on May 30th! The Inbound-oriented Sumo Entertainment Show Hall 

THE SUMO HALL HIRAKUZA OSAKA 

 Discover Our Sumo Hall’s Exclusive Bento Selection!  

[Inquiries Regarding the Press Release] 
HANSHIN CONTENTS LINK CORPORATION, Inbound Business Department 

In Charge: Sugimoto, Hosokawa  E-mail：hirakuza-press@hcl-c.com 

 

 
 

 

 

〜We Make Every Guest Happy！〜 

1-1-31 Ebie, Fukushima-ku, Osaka 

HANSHIN CONTENTS LINK CORPORATION 

 



 
< Bento Lineup > *Note: The menu is subject to change. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Premium Bento] *Additional Price  + \4,000 (JPY) 
 

A special two-tiered Japanese bento from 'NADAMAN,' a Japanese 
cuisine establishment with over 190 years of history, adorned with a 
variety of exquisite dishes. Delicately prepared simmered dishes 
infused with carefully crafted dashi and selected ingredients showcase 
the artisanal skill, delivering a delicate and richly flavored experience. 
Enjoy this elegant and special taste alongside Sumo entertainment for 
a unique experience. 
 
Menu Details: 
Fried wrapped chicken and 
vegetables/pumpkin/eggplant/konjac/taro/carrot, Radish carrot 
namasu/yuzu/tied kelp, White rice/Nozawana chirimen 
furikake/Shibazuke, Sushi rolls, Omelette/red fish Saikyo-yaki/ 
kamaboko/fried shishito pepper, Simmered flower beans/chicken 
meatballs/sweet potato/fried green lettuce with soy milk, 
Yuba/shrimp/Koya tofu/kelp rolls/pumpkin, Sesame tofu/sauce/fried 
paprika, Seasoned Seaweed 

[HIRAKUZA Bento] *Included in the Admission Fee. 
 

A Makunouchi Bento packed with Osaka's local foods. This bento, filled 
with a variety of colorful side dishes, allows you to taste and visually 
experience Japan. 
 
Menu Details: 
Fries, Yakitori, Chirashizushi, Yakisoba, Dashi-maki egg/sweet potato 
boiled in honey, Takoyaki, Gomoku rice, Shumai/meat dumplings/broccoli, 
Fried chicken, salt and pepper spaghetti 

[HIRAKUZA Child Bento] *Included in the Admission Fee (Child). 
 

Introducing a bento designed to bring joy and smiles to children's 
faces. 
We've packed it with easy-to-eat rice balls, children's favorite side 
dishes, and a colorful assortment of vegetables. Savor this visually 
appealing bento that's crafted to create joyful moments. 
 
Menu Details: 
Vegetable Furikake Onigiri, Roasted Seaweed Onigiri, Fried chicken, 
Minced meat cutlet, Fried shrimp, Shumai, Omelet, Broccoli, Meatballs, 
Boiled carrots, Wiener 

[HIRAKUZA Snack Bag] *Available in place of the two options above. 
 

A special set of snacks that let you taste Kansai. 
Snacks flavored like takoyaki and traditional Japanese Konpeito 
candies are packed into an original bag. With this set filled with the 
traditions and flavors of Japan and Kansai, enjoy a fun moment that 
satisfies both your heart and stomach. 
 
Menu Details: 
Potato chips Kansai dashi soy sauce flavor, Pocky Deep Matcha, 
Happyturn Takoyaki Sauce Flavor, Japanese Ramune Konpeito 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

■ Overview of THE SUMO HALL HIRAKUZA OSAKA ■ 
[Operating Hours] 11：00-23：00 （Souvenir shop only open from 11:00-17:00） 

［Closed every Tuesdays. The year-end and New Year holidays (12/31・1/1) ］ *Open on Tuesdays during busy periods. 

[Performance Schedule] Two Shows Daily: ①Start: 18:00（Open: 17:00） ②Start: 21:00（Open: 20:00） 

*For 1 performance day, 18:00 (6pm) doors open, 19:00 (7pm) show starts. *Performances run approximately for 60 minutes. 

Facility Name ： THE SUMO HALL HIRAKUZA OSAKA 

Location        ： 8th Floor of NAMBA Parks (2-10-70 Nambanaka, Naniwa-ku, Osaka City) 

Opening Date     ： May 30, 2024 (Thur.) 

Ticket Information  ： S seat: ¥16,000 A seat: ¥12,500 (Child: ¥9,000) B seat: ¥9,500 (Child: ¥7,000) *Tax included.  

                  *All seats include “HIRAKUZA Bento”, “HIRAKUZA Child Bento”, or “HIRAKUZA Snack Bag” and one drink. 

                   *Children are from ages 3 to 12 years. (Children who are 12 years old and under get a “HIRAKUZA Child Bento.”) 

*Food additional fees: Premium Bento (+\4,000), Halal Bento (+\2,000), and Vegan Bento (+\2,000) *Tax included. 

URL  ： https://www.hirakuza.net/sumohall/ 

 

 

< Company Overview> Company Name    HANSHIN CONTENTS LINK CORPORATION  
    Headquarters      Hanshin Noda Center Building 10F, 1-1-31 Ebie, Fukushima-ku, Osaka City, Japan 

       Capital funｄ         ¥230 million (100% investment by Hanshin Electric Railway Co., Ltd., a part of  
Hankyu Hanshin Toho Group) 

Business Description  Contents industry, music business, advertising media sales, signage production
             Our company will utilize the expertise of entertainment show business cultivated through operations. 

                                   
【Inquiries Regarding the Press Release】 

HANSHIN CONTENTS LINK CORPORATION, Inbound Business Department 
In Charge: Sugimoto, Hosokawa E-mail： hirakuza-press@hcl-c.com 

・The official site's ticket purchase page: https://hirakuza.net/sumohall/tickets/ 
・Supported languages: Japanese and English  
・Supported credit cards include MUFG, DC, UFJ, NICOS, VISA, MasterCard, and JCB. 

[Vegan Bento] *Additional Price  + \2,000 (JPY) 
 

A handcrafted bento by our chef, prepared in a kitchen that has never 
used animal-based ingredients, considering 'taste,' 'satisfaction,' and 
'nutritional balance.' Seasonal ingredients are used, so side dishes vary 
depending on the time of year. Completely plant-based, this bento is 
safe and satisfying for vegans. 
 
Menu Details: 
Potato galette/pumpkin salad/vegetable salad (with dressing), Sweet and 
spicy deep-fried Kuruma-fu, Cream croquette, Chirashizushi, Pickles, 
Japanese-style stew 

 

[Halal Bento] *Additional Price  + \2,000 (JPY) 
 

HIRAKUZA's Halal Japanese-style bento is prepared with care in a 
dedicated kitchen that meets the strict standards of the Japan Halal 
Association. It harmonizes the traditional Japanese flavors with the 
assurance of Halal, providing the highest quality. Each bite offers a 
richly flavored experience, allowing you to enjoy Japan's gourmet 
culture, even for those following a Halal diet. 
 
Menu Details: 
Conger eel bowl style chirashi sushi, Grilled chicken with tomato sauce, 
Kiriboshi radish, Dashi-rolled egg/Salmon Saikyoyaki, Japanese beef 
grilled meat, Fried chicken and pickled red cabbage, Boiled Komatsuna, 
Kaiseki sesame tofu karaage, Salmon chirashi sushi 

 

(Note) 
*Reserve from 10 AM three days ahead until the event begins to receive the exclusive "HIRAKUZA Snack 
Bag" at the show. 

*For full details on the contents of your bento and allergen information, simply scan the QR code found on the 
outer box and wrapper of your bento. 

 

https://www.hirakuza.net/sumohall/
https://hirakuza.net/sumohall/tickets/

